General notation. If A and B a r e s e t s , B* i s the s e t of functions from A into B, !?(A) i s the s e t of s u b s e t s of A , and Sw(A) is the s e t of finite s u b s e t s of A.
We identify cardinals with initial von Neumann ordinals. We u s e f and 17 to range over ordinals, and K to range over infinite cardinals. A filter over a n infinite s e t I is a nonempty subset ?, of !?(I), s u c h that 
The generalized Frkchet filter, Y R I , i s { X I : 11 -XI < / I \ ] .
Thus, a n ultrafilter % over I is uniform iff 3RI %. The subscripts I will be dropped from the notations ((@))I and ?RI when I is understood. We remark on some relationships between ultrafilters and topology, although t h e s e remarks are not needed for this paper. We c a n consider p l t o be a topological s p a c e by identifying it with the Stone s p a c e of the Boolean algebra y ( l ) , or, equivalently, with the t e c h compactification of the s p a c e 1 with the discrete t o p o l~g y . P is then a covariant function from the category of s e t s and maps t o the category of compact topological s p a c e s and continuous maps. When I is countable, P,I i s the same a s P I -I ( t h e s p a c e of nonprincipal ultrafilters over I). F o r any I, ultrafilters minimal in P I -I are known a s Say 111 = K. The construction will be carried out by transfinite induction over the ordinals q < 2K. T h u s , we s h a l l construct a n increasing sequence of filters F,, ST (q < 2K) and take 3 , 0 t o be ultrafilters extending UIF?: q < ~~1 , U {ST: q < 2K1, respectively. F i x an enumeration / < 2K) of a l l the functions
Nonlinearity of the

)
from I into I. At the 7th s t a g e in the construction, we s h a l l insure that (7 holds for the function f More precisely, we d o our construction s o that the
) '
following hold:
(i) For e a c h q < 2K, ST and WT are filters over I.
(ii) For 6< q < 2K, YE C FT and SEC 9,.
(iii) Fo= S o =?$I.
(iv) If 7 i s a limit ordinal, Y T = U{F5:5 < q \ and ST= UIS5: and a simple diagonal argument would show that the construction could be carried out a t e a c h stage. In the general c a s e , we enlist the aid of the concept of independent s e t s .
Definition.
A family S C $' (I) i s independent iff, for e a c h n and m, whenever X1, . . . , X n , Y . . . , Ym are distinct elements of 5, T h u s , S is independent iff S i s independent (mod (I\). Note that if S is independent (mod 9 ) and S f 0, then 9 i s a proper filter and not a n ultrafilter. Also, if $ is independent (mod 9 ) and @ C S, then S % @ i s independent (mod ( ( 3~ 6)) ). Furthermore, the S of Theorem 2 .4 can be taken to be independent (mod 3%). In order to prove Theorem 2 . 2 , we keep a large family of s e t s , S indepen-
) '
(mod ST). dent (mod 9
)
) and (mod ). Note that (viii) will be assured by (ix) and (x), provided that we have \Sol= 2 K ; but this is possible by Theorem 2.4. T h e inductive definition i s carried out a t s u c c e s s o r s t a g e s by applying Lemma 2.6 twice.
2.6.
Lemma. Let J(, 3( be filters over I. Let 3 be infinite and independent (mod 31) and (mod K). Let f : I -+ I. T h e n there are filters J(' 2 J(, 3(' 2 3(, and a family y' 5y such that 3' i s independent (mod J(' ) and (mod K t ) ,
-3' i s finite, and, for some B
Proof. F i x A E 3. . { x , , . . . , X n , 1 -Y , , . .
. , I -Y~] ) ) , then I -/ -~(~~A ) = / -' ( A ) E K '
. T h u s , we c a n take H' = ( (H u 11 -A] 11. T h u s ' 11 c a n in fact be s e l e c t i v e (such a ' 11 e x i s t s , for example, in the model obtained by adding N mutually Sacks-generic reals t o a model of s e t theory plus the continuum hypothesis). It i s a l s o e a s y t o check that in the standard Cohen model violating GCH a t a regular K, can be generated by l e s s than 2K
no '
11 E P U~ elements of ' 11. iff, whenever f l , . . . , f n are distinct members of and i l , . . . , in E I,
T h e existence o f good ultrafilters.
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[~c t o b e
S is independent iff S i s independent (mod (I]).
Note that if S is independent and 0 C ] C I, then (/-I(]): f E S) is a n independent family of s e t s . Also, if S is independent and infinite, S i s independent (mod 3%). (ii) F o r 5 < 7 < 2", F5 C 9, and Sg 3 ST. (viii) For 7 < 2K, if p,: Sw(l) -+ ?,, then there is a multiplicative q : s w ( l ) + T 7 t l s u c h t h a t q < p , .
By (vii), u = U (3,: 7 < 2K) will be an ultrafilter. If p: ~~ ( 1 ) 11 is + monotone then, s i n c e cf (2K) > K , p: S,(l) + for some 5. Applying (viii) t o some 7 > 5 such that p7 = p shows that there is multiplicative q : S,(l) * C 11 such that q ( p. T h u s , 11 will be good. Condition (vi) insures that , + I -11 will be countably incomplete. T o make (vi) hold, take So U i f ) t o be 9 independent and of power 2 K . T a k e B n = { i E I : n < f ( i ) < w ] and Yo = ((is,: n < a ! ) ) .
Conditions (i)-(iv) will take care of themselves. T o get (v), (vii) and (viii),
we apply, a t each s t a g e 11, Lemmas ( ( 3 u range 9 ) ) . T h i s concludes the proof of Theorem 3.2. The interest of good ultrafilters in model theory i s that they make ultrapowers saturated. If A and R a r e two infinite structures of power 5 K and % is a good, countably incomplete ultrafilter over K , then, a s Keisler showed ( s e e [ I ] ) , the ultrapowers nK/%and R K / % have power 2 K and a r e K t -saturated. Thus, if 2" = K' and A and 3 a r e elementarily equivalent, then A~/ ' I I and B~/ % are isomorphic.
Shelah [81 h a s shown, without any assumption about 2 K , that there is a n ultrafilter over 2 K which makes ultrapowers of elementarily equivalent models of power K isomorphic. It i s unknown, however, whether any ultrafilter over K h a s this property.
